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Abstract-There are considered elliptic and parabolic equations of arbitrary dimension with 
alternating coefficients at mixed derivatives. For such equations, monotone difference schemes of 
the second order of local approximation are constructed. Schemes suggested satisfy the principle of 
maximum. A priori estimates of stability in the norm C without limitation on the grid steps T and 
h,, a = 1,2 ,..., p are obtained (unconditional stability). @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For numerical solution of problems of mathematical physics, monotone finite difference schemes 

preserving second-order local approximation [l-3] are of particular interest because they are 
positively characterized from the practical point of view. Such algorithms have been developed 

for elliptic and parabolic equations (without mixed partial derivatives) which contain lower-order 
terms. When some monotone finite difference scheme is constructed, it is desirable to preserve 

the second order of approximation. For example, in [4,5], some nonlinear finite difference schemes 

of second order of local approximation in the spatial variable were developed for some nonlinear 
transfer equations. Note that maximum principle for finite element methods approximating the 
problems with mixed derivatives is considered in [6,7]. 

Here, combining two well-known difference schemes which possess the second order of approxi- 
mation, one develops finite difference schemes satisfying maximum principle for multidimensional 
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elliptic and parabolic equations with mixed derivatives. For such algorithms, a priori estimates 

of stability in terms of the strong norm in C are obtained. We note that partial differential 

equations with mixed derivatives can appear when numerical algorithms for such classical equa- 

tions as Laplace or Poisson equations are constructed on some nonorthogonal grid. Therefore, 

the schemes suggested here could be applied to development of effective numerical algorithms 

on nonorthogonal grids. In addition, they could be used as theoretical tools for investigations of 

stability and convergence of a dynamic adaptation method [8]. 

Development of obtained results for multidimensional problems of conjunction of hyperbolic 

and parabolic equations is of indubitable interest. Let us note that one-dimensional problems of 

conjunction without mixed derivatives have been considered in [9]. It should be emphasized that, 

for computational practice, investigations of computational algorithms for differential problems 

with generalized solutions are of more interest. In this case, in order to get the estimates of 

accuracy, it is more effective to use the method of energetic inequalities instead of the principle 

of maximum [lo]. 

2. DIFFERENCE SCHEMES FOR EQUATIONS 
WITH COEFFICIENTS OF CONSTANT SIGNS 

Let us consider in rectangle G = (0 < x, I I,, Q: = 1,2} with the boundary P the problem of 

Dirichlet for an elliptic equation with mixed partial derivatives 

Lu - q(x)u = -f(x), XE G, u=p(x), x E r, x= (a,~), q(x) L co >O, (2.1) 

2 

Lu = c Lap, 
c&p=1 

(2.2) 

One supposes that the following conditions of ellipticity are satisfied: 

cl '& L k b(xWo 5~2 &it, x E G, (2.3) 
a=1 cr,p=1 a=1 

where cl > 0, cz > 0 are some positive constants and 5 = (61, es) is an arbitrary vector. 

From (2.3), we have that 

O<cl IkmIc2, cy = 1,2, krikzs - kr&sr 2 ~‘4. 

In rectangle G, let us introduce a uniform grid 

aL=wzuYh, 

U/& = 
{ ( 

Xi = x(lil), x:2)) ( i, = O,l,. . . ,N, - 1, XC’ = 0, XL%) = 1,, o! = 1,2}, 

(il) with constant steps hl = x1 - x1 (id), h2 = ,;d _ xp-l); here oh denotes the set of all 

boundary points. Let us consider at the grid wh difference operators 

LY = baaY2m)z, = 
(&la) (y(+la) _ y) _ aaa (y - y(-lp))) 

h% 
7 

“,p~ = 0,5 (kaoyzp 2 ( > _ + (k@Y&.) ’ Q,P=l,% a:#@, 

A&Y = 075 ((ky&., + (k,py*&,) 7 o,P=l,2, ofA 

a aa =0,5&a (x,,x3--a)+k,,(x, -Lrx3-a))r v(*'~) = v(x, f ha,x3+). 
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In general, for difference approximation of equation (2.1), the following finite difference schemes 
of second order of local approximation are used [l]: 

A-y - dy = -cp, x E ‘dh, Y =dx), x E -/h, (2.4) 

A+y - dy = -9, x E Wh, Y=dx), xE?h, (2.5) 

where A- = 1111 + A12 + ATi + Ass, A + = Air + Ah + A& + A22, d > co, cp are some stencil 
functionals of q and f, respectively [l]. 

To obtain a priori estimates of stability of the solution of the problem relative to the right side 
of equations and boundary conditions, we will use the maximum principle, therefore, we have to 
reduce difference schemes (2.4),(2.5) to canonical form (see [l, p. 2421) 

A(x)Y(x) = c B(x,C)y(C) + JYx), 2 E Whr Y(x) = &), 5 E yh, (2.6) 

and to verify the following sufficient conditions: 

A(x) > 0, B(x,E) L 0, W) = A(x) - c %r,E) > 0, x E “&. (2.7) 
EeM’(x) 

Here M’(x) = M(x)\(x), M(x) is the stencil of the scheme and the stencils of schemes (2.4),(2.5) 
are presented in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. 

Figure 1. The stencil of scheme (2.4). Figure 2. The stencil of scheme (2.5). 

Let us number the stencil’s nodes according to Figures 1 and 2. Then, for scheme (2.4), one 
obtains 

c B(s,C) = 2 B”- + B’- + ;-, 

EM’(s) m=2 

and for scheme (2.5), one obtains 

c = 2 i+ +Ii+, 
EEM’b) m=2 

“+ respectively. The coefficients B read 

1 77% 1 m 1 m 1 m 

;- = 
k11+ kll k21 + kl2 

2h; + 2hlh2 ’ 
B”+ = 

hl + kll k?l + kl2 

2hT - 2hlh2 ’ 
m = 2,3, 

1 m 1 m 1 m 1 m 

;_ = kzz2;2k22 + h2 + k21, 
;+ = 

k22 + k22 h2 + k21 - 
2hlh2 2h; 2hlh2 ’ 

m = 4,5, 
2 
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2 4 3 4 

;-=- kl2 + k21 ;- =- 12 i + i,, 
;+ = 

h2 + k2l 

2hlh2 
, 

;+ = il2 + i2, 

2hlh2 
I 

2hlh2 

) 
2hlh2 

7 

.-=,+b+ 1 

kl2 + k2l 

+$+d, 1 
k= 

ill + ill + 

1 hlh2 1 2 2h; 

t22 + i22 > O 

2h; ’ 

1 1 1 1 

A+=k+$- 
k12 + k21 

1 hlh2 +$+d. 2 

Using ellipticity condition (2.3) and supposing <- = (l/hr, l/h2), [+ = (-l/hr, l/h2), one can 

“rt verify that the coefficients A’ are positive. Analyzing the formulae for coefficients B , one can 

see that the difference scheme (2.4) should be used for negatives coefficients k,p, a # /?, while 

one can use scheme (2.5) for positives values of the coefficients. 

For investigation of the stability of the solution regarding boundary conditions and right side 

simultaneously, the following result is more appropriate (particularly for nonstationary problems). 

LEMMA 1. Let us suppose that condition (2.7) of positivity of the coefficients of the difference 

scheme (2.6) is satisfied. Then the following estimation for the solution of problem (2.6) is valid: 

(2.8) 

where 

II . IIC = &$y$, I. 1) L L II . IIC, = ZE I . II II . IIC = 2% I . I. 

PROOF. The grid function may reach its maximum absolute value at the boundary of the region 

IIYIIC I IIYIIC,~ (2.9) 

or at one interior point. Let [y(x)1 reach its maximum value at some 5 = x* E wh, so Iy(z*)l 2 

Iy(x)l for each 2 E & = wh U yh. Then, from equation (2.6) for 2 = x*, there follows the 

inequality 

Now one can find that 

A(x*)- c B(x*,E) lv(x*)I =~(x*)IY(x*)I I IF(x 
<EM'(x*) 

Therefore, 

llYllcIllYllc~ ; . 
/I /I C 

The last estimation together with (2.9) proves the lemma. 

The following affirmation is valid. 

THEOREM 1, Let us suppose that, for ah x E wh, the following conditions of positivity of coeffi- 

“* cients B , m = 2,3,4,5 are satisfied: 

1 m 

I I kl2 + k21 1 In 
krl + hrr 

max 

m=4J5 L,, + ;,, 

5 3 < min 
h2 - m=%a ;21 + ;,, ’ 

I I 

(2.10) 
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Then, for k,o(x) 5 0, cr # p, the difference scheme (2.4) (and for k,p(x) 2 0 the difference 
scheme (2.5) as well) is stable relative to the right side of equation and boundary conditions, and 

for its solution, the following estimation is valid: 

(2.11) 

PROOF. We will demonstrate the theorem for scheme (2.4). (For scheme (2.5), the demonstration 

is analogous.) As far as the coefficients kls(x), k 21 x are nonpositives for all x E C?‘, then & > 0, ( ) 
9 

B- 2 0. Using conditions (2.10), it is not difficult to demonstrate that all coefficients B”- 2 0, 

m = 2,3,4,5 are nonnegatives also. One could verify directly that for any node x E Wh, 

D(x) = A(x) - c B(x,E) = d(x) > co > 0. 

EEM’(x) 

Now all conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied and one can obtain the required inequality (2.8) 

from the a priori estimation (2.11). The theorem is demonstrated. 

NOTE 1. If the matrix of the coefficients of equation (2.1) is diagonal dominated with respect 

to the rows and the columns k (2a 2 Ik,~I, a$ = 1,2, (Y # ,B, then one can choose hl = h2 = h 

which guarantees that condition (2.10) is always satisfied. 

Let us consider now the problem of the convergence of the schemes under consideration. Let 

us suppose in what follows that the solution u(x) and the coefficients (2.1) possess all bounded 

partial derivatives of respective orders. Substitution of y = z + ‘1~ in equations (2.4),(2.5) gives 

the next problems for the error function 

A-z-dz= -$-, x E wh, z = 0, 5 E Yh, (2.12) 

h+z - dz = -$+, x EWh, z = 0, 2 E Yh, (2.13) 

where $7 = AFu. - du + ‘p denotes the error of approximation of difference schemes (2.4),(2.5) 

corresponding to exact solution of the differential problem (2.1). We will suppose that the stencil 

functionals d(x) and p(x) satisfy the usual conditions of approximation of the coefficient q(x) 

and right side f(x): 

d(x) - q(x) = 0 (h; + h;) , q(x) - f(x) = 0 (h: + h;) . (2.14) 

It should be noted also (see [l, p. 268]), that for smooth solutions 

A-u - Lu = 0 (h: + h;) , A+u - Lu = 0 (h; + h;) . 

Therefore, the difference schemes (2.4),(2.5) approximate the initial differential problem (2.1) 

up to second order, so we have 

where M > 0 is some positive constant which does not depend on the grid steps values hl and hz. 

Using Theorem 1 for the solutions of problems (2.12),(2.13), it can be verified that the following 

theorem is valid. 

THEOREM 2. Let us suppose that, for all x E Wh, conditions (2.10) are satisfied. Then, for 

k,p 5 0, a # 0, the solution of the difference scheme (2.4) (and for k,p 2 0, a # /3, the solution 

of difference scheme (2.4) also) converges to the exact solution of the differential problem (2.1) 

and is valid for the next estimation: 

(IY - ullc I Mc$ (h: + h;) . 
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3. SCHEMES FOR EQUATIONS WITH 
COEFFICIENTS OF VARIABLE SIGNS 

In this section, we will construct some monotone finite difference schemes for the numerical 

solution of the boundary value problem (2.1) with a nondivergent operator L in the form 

C32U 
Lu = kll(z)- + %12(x) ax: -& + k&)$, 

2 
(3.15) 

where the coefficients klz(x) may change sign for x E G. In addition, one will suppose that 
the ellipticity condition (2.3) continues to be valid. One will approximate the differential prob- 

lem (2.1),(3.15) with some monotone difference scheme of the second order of approximation 

O(hT + h$) which can be presented as 

Ay-dy= -cp, 2 EwLr Y =4x), 5 E Yh, (3.16) 

where 

AY = kliYz1z1 + k&ALY + k&&Y + kzzYzzs2, (3.17) 

k&(x) = 075 (&4x) + lkiz(x)l) > 0, A;tzv = YZ~Q + yzlzz, a:E Whr (3.18) 

k,(x) = 0,5 (krz(x) - Iklz(z)l) < 0, A,Y = Yzlzz + ~zlz2, x EWh. (3.19) 

The stencil of scheme (3.16)-(3.19) generally involves nine nodes. 

9 5 6 

ht 

3 
h I 

EEI 

2 

8 4 7 

Figure 3. The stencil of the difference scheme (3.16)-(3.19). 

The difference scheme (3.16)-(3.19) can be rewritten in canonical form (2.6) with the coeffi- 

cients 
;=“=+-!$ “=&$-!U, 

1 2 

;=;=- 2% > 0 

hihz - 
1 s=&=-220, A(x)= kiitd. 

(3.20) 

m=l 

It is easy to see that the coefficients (3.20) are positive for any x E G and 

l&l<h<& 
kzz - hz - lhzl 

(3.21) 

For the system of inequalities (3.21) to make sense, it is necessary that the coefficients of equa- 

tions (2.1),(3.15) satisfies the condition kll/lk121 - 1k12l/k22 2 0. But since from the ellipticity 

condition (2.3), one has the estimation 

kilkzz - k;z L c: > 0, 

then one could choose the steps hl and h2 from relations (3.21). Now the difference scheme 

(3.16)-(3.19) is monotone and for its solution, the estimation in the form (2.11) for stability 

relative to the boundary conditions and right side is still valid. 
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4. D I F F E R E N C E  SCHEMES FOR EQUATIONS 
OF GENERAL T Y P E  

Unfortunately, one cannot construct directly the monotone schemes for the divergent (conser- 
vative) form of equations (2.1),(2.2) with alternating signs coefficients k12(x), k21(x) of the mixed 
partial derivatives. Therefore, to obtain the above-mentioned results in their complete form, in 
this case, one has to consider the equations which contain lower-order derivatives. Let us consider 
again differential problem (2.1) with 

Lu = E k~(x)-K-2-d~ + k~(x) + 2kl2(X) Ox, Ox q(x)u, (4.22) 
a = l  1 2 

where [ka[ _< c3, q(x) > co > 0, and the coefficients k~z(x), a,• = 1,2, are satisfying the 
ellipticity conditions (2.3). It is worth noting that the divergent operator (2.2) can always be 
transformed to the form (4.22). For the construction of the corresponding monotone scheme of 
the second order of local approximation O(h 2 + h 2) for the equations with lower-order derivatives, 
we will use the ideas of Samarskii [1, p. 184]. We will approximate derivatives in (4.22) on a 
nonuniform grid wu using the finite difference relations 

k~(x)~ Ou k~ + k~(x)o--xx~ = 1 + R~ u~°x~ + k+ux~ + k ; u ~  + 0 (h2) ,  

=O, hlk l: , k2 R~ 

- + khA  u + 0 + . 2k12(x) OxlOx2 

It will result in the following difference scheme of the second order of local approximation: 

~_., ( 2 k~a. ) 

a = l \  ] -I- Ha  (4.23) 
y = ~ ( x ) ,  z c "yh, 

where the operators A12e are defined from the relations (3.18),(3.19), and d, ~ are some stencil 
functionals [1], which can, in particular, be considered in the next form: d(x) = q(x), ~(x) = f (x ) ,  
x E Wh. In order for scheme (4.23) to be monotone (and therefore, to satisfy the maximum 
principle), it will be enough to require that the following conditions be satisfied: 

__ kil(X) [ki2(z)] (I + R2(x)) < hi < x E Wh. (4.24) 
k22(x) - h2 - [kl2(Z)[ (1 + Ri(x)) '  

As long as Ra(x) = O(ha), one can always satisfy the system of inequalities (4.24). 

NOTE 2. One can naturally generalize all the above-obtained results to p-dimensional (here p > 2 
is any real number) elliptic equations with mixed derivatives. 

5. D I F F E R E N C E  SCHEMES FOR MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 

Let us suppose now that G = {0 < xa < l~, a = 1, p} is a p-dimensional parallelepiped with 
the boundary F, x = ( x l , x2 , . . . ,  xp). One has to find a continuous function u(x, t)  which gives 
in ~)T = G x [0, T], a solution of the initial boundary value problem 

Ou 
0-~ = Lu + f (x ,  t), x e G, t E (0, r], u(x, O) = uo(x), ulr = #(x, t), (5.25) 

P 0 ( k a o ( x ) ~ )  (5.26) Lu = E L~Zu, L ~ u  = ~ 
c~,~=l 
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Let us suppose that the following conditions which are similar (2.3) are satisfied: 

Here, to simplify calculations without loss of generality, one can suppose that the coefficients 

depend only on spatial variables and that the coefficients of mixed derivatives have the same sign. 

Now, from (5.27), one has 

0 < Cl < kc&x) I c2, Q = 1,2, k&)20, wP=l,p, a#P, XEG. (5.28) 

Let us introduce in interval [O, T] a uniform grid W, = {t, = nr, n = 0, 1, . . . , No; TNO = T} = 
w, U T with the time step 7, and let us consider in parallelepiped e a grid ah = wh U -fh which 

is uniform in each direction x, and where ^(h is the set of all boundary nodes, 

ij,= 
{ ( 

xi= C$),$) ,..., x~)),x~~)=i&& =1,2 ,..., N,-1, h,N,=&o=1,2 ,..., p}. 

The operators L,, are approximated by corresponding finite difference operators 

LXYY = (%YaYz,)z,, %a = 0,5 ( &+) +kY, , > 
o=l,p, (5.29) 

where 
(&la) = 21 (xfl), . . . ,x:‘y), xp, f h,,x~$, . . . ,xp) ) 

and the operators L,p, (Y # p are approximated in the following way: 

A&Y = 075 ((k,pY&~ + (kYflyq3),_) , ff # P. (5.30) 

On the uniform grid w = wh x w,, one approximates the differential problem (5.25) using the 

implicit difference scheme 

P P 

Yt=paaG+ c A&Q+(P, (5.31) 
cY=l cY,p=1 

?h,o) = UOb), 5 E ah, ??I-/,, = /1(d, x E “fh, (5.32) 

where cp = j, y = y(xi,&), xi E Wh, t, E w,, 3 = yn+’ = y(xi,t,+l), yt = (yn+’ - yn)/7-. 

Applying the formulae 

* 
CX’Q 

y = (ok?) (y(+‘-) - y) - uaa (y - y’-la’)) 
7 

(+l”) 
bY = (kag ( 

,,+,.+~a,“” yc+‘a)) _ kap (y(+‘“) _ y) 

+kaB (y - y(-‘“)) - k$$“) (~(-‘a) - y(-‘fl~-‘~‘))./ (2h&) , 

( k$l-)y(-l-) + kapy(-ld 

2hahp a=1 
a#B 
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one can rewrite the differential scheme (5.31) in canonical form (2.6), 

A(x)y(x,t) = f: T (B,oy(+l”‘+l”) + c&&-~".-~*)) 

(+L=) + E,y(-'-1 
> 

+ F(X, t), 

a=1 

where 

(+l”) 
A=l+T ~a,,:L~YY , 

a=1 a 

(5.33) 

(x,t) E w, 

cap = g > 0 - 7 

fJ P 

F(x, t) = 7-q + y. 

THEOREM 3. Let us suppose that for all x E Wh, one has 

D&X) 2 0, E,(x) 2 0, o=l,2 )..., p. 

Then the solution of the finite difference scheme (5.31),(5.32) is unconditionally stable for each 

r > 0 (without any restrictions on r and h,, cr = 1,2,. . . ,p ) in respect to initially conditions, 

boundary condition, and right side of equation and for any t, E w,, the estimation 

llYn+‘lIC 5 ma { llYOllc 7 l<yE+l llY%,} + 5 II’p”llc 
k=O 

is valid. 

PROOF. As far as the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied, using the a priori estimation (2.8), 

one has II~~~‘llc 5 m~{llyn+lllC,, IIJ’llc). Let us note that IlFllc I: IIY~IIc + +Pll~. Now 

inserting this estimation in the last inequality, one finds that 

IIYnflllC I max{llyn+lIlc,T llYnllc +T IWllc~ 

5 max{ jIYn+lllc,, Il$llc, + 7 Ildlc 7 llYn-‘llC + ’ Il~n-lllC + Ilp”llC} 

< . . . - <max i<yE+i IIY”llc, + 5 Il’pkllC) IIYOIIc + 5 ll~kllc} . -- 
k=O k=O 

The required relation follows now from this inequality. The theorem is demonstrated. 

NOTE 3. The conditions of Theorem 2 can always be satisfied if the matrix of the coefficients 

of equation (5.25) K = {k,~}P,,p=l is diagonal dominating with respect to the lines and the 

columns, that is, 

k,, 2 f: Ikxpl, km 2 f: Ikpal. 
p=1 p=1 
@#a P#a 

In this case, one can set hl = hp = . . . = hp. 
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NOTE 4. In order to construct a monotone difference scheme for coefficients with alternating 

signs k,p(z), cx # p, one has to rewrite equation (5.25) in nondivergent form 

Now the difference scheme will be monotone if the matrix K is diagonal dominated, and will have 

the second order of local approximation O(hq + ha + s .s + hi) and will have the following form: 

where 

R 

a 
= 0,5lk,lh, 

k ’ 6 =0,5(kxfIkal), 
aa 

kafp = 095 (kp f I&PI), 
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